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The 

ABSTRACT 

le response of a typical field army electrical power 

system to the electromagnetic pulse was measured at sufficient 

distance from ground zero to prevent damage from blast and 

thermal effecib. Twenty channels of a recording oscillograph 

were used to roonlt.or selected variables from «AHMB 15 seconds 

to p&w 13 seconds and to provide fiducial Indlcatiuiw. 

Frau analysis of the data, It was determined that the 

electrical power system was shut down by a combination of 

effects such as prompt radiation and effects of the electro • 

magnetic pulse. A failure mechanism theory was postulated. 

Laboratory investigation verified the basic theory. Further 

laboratory investigation, analog computer analysis, and 

transient circuit analysis were conducted to determine the 

characteristics of the current pulse Introduced by the power 

cable uecebbury to result In the failure mechanism. If 

induced currents in the distribution cable were the only 

cause of power system shutdown, a current pulse of approxi- 

mately 357& ampavvs maximum would be required. -Jhe reaultr 

of this experiment will be applied to a relateä\Nuclear 

Weapons Effects Research program at U.S. Army Eiqflneer Research 

and Development Laboratories (USAERDL). 

^ 
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CHARTER 1 

IMTRODUCTION 

1.1 OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this projecu was to rletemine the degree 

of protection necessary to result in field army electrical 

pover systems that will remain within performance tolerances 

when subjected to the electromagnetic effects of nuclear 

de+onations when located at sufficient distances from the 

detonation point to assure little or no physical damage to 

the electrical power system due to blast and thermal effects. 

1.2 MCKGROUMD 

1.2.1. Army Requirements. Tue  Electrical Power Branch of 

the Engineer Research and Development Laboratories (ERDL) is 

engaged in research and development of electrical power genera- 

tion equipment for the US Army. Contemporary power generation 

equipment includes gasoline-engine-driven generator sets rated 

from 0.15 to 10 kw, diesel-englne-driven generator sets rated 

frofli 15 to 150 kw, and special purpose gasoline-engine-driven, 

die&el-engine-driven, and gas turbine generator sets of various 

rat.'ngs for use as ground support equipment in mobile missile 

systems. A typical field army electrical power system consists 

of a power generation device, distribution cables, and electri- 

cal loads. 

Field army electrical power systems are extremely vulnerable 
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to the electromagnetic pulte Trom a nuclear detonation because 

the distribution cables act ar,  excellent antennas for the very 

high-amplitude, low-frequency fields generated by the detonation. 

The military situation of primary interest is that in which a 

nuclear detonation has occurred at sufficient distance from a 

missile support complex, of which the field army electrical power 

system is a component, to assure little or no physical damage to 

the complex. Considering the peak magnitudes of the electric 

and magnetic fiele., at distances from the detonation point 

commensurate with thr abo/e military sicuatlon, it is highly 

feasible that the electrical power system will become inoperable 

at the time when most needed for retaliatory purposes, if no 

more than ordinÄrj cs.'jsig- methods are used iu the interconnecting 

power distribution cables. It is considered necessary to Investi- 

gate the response of a field army electrical power system to the 

excitation of the electromagnetic pulse from a nuclear detonation 

in order to determine the degree of protection necessary to 

result in satisfactory system operation in this electromagnetic 

environment. 

1.2.2 Results from Previous ?rojecta.  The eleotromagr«*4" Lc 

effects are probably the least known of all the major effects of 

near-surface nuclear weapon detonations. This situation has come 

about because the electromagnetic phenomenon was considered to 

be a nuisance effect rather than a weapons effect during the 

early series of full scale nuclear detonations. 
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Consequently, measures were taken to replace the damaged 

eablea, galvanometers and other equipment, and to probect in- 

sufficiently shielded instruments from unwanted signals. No 

major effort was formulated to investigate the electromagnetic 

phenomenon and evaluate its military significance. 

Projects have subsequently been conducted for the purpose 

nf measuring the magnetic field component ani the electric field 

component of the electromagnetic field from nuclear detonations. 

Additional projects were conducted during Shot Small Boy and 

other contemporary full-scale operations for the purpose of 

verifying previous data and g . .nlng further insight Into the 

basic nature of the electromagnetic pulse. A fundamental goal 

of the basic field aludies was to formulate empirical and 

analytical representations as a function of distance, time, and 

yield. 

1,3 THEORY 

The above empirical and analytical relationships can be 

used in a theoretical analysis of the effects of the electro- 

magnetic pulse on equipment. However, the need existed for the 

conduct of an experiment to determine the operational response 

of the system under study to the excitation of a known electro- 

magnetic pulse created by a nuclear detonation. This opportunity 

was afforded during Shot Small Boy, as the basic electromagnetic 

field was being measured by other projects. It was believed tnat 

correlation of the operational data derived from Project 7.5 with 
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correspo^idlng basic electromagnetic flelcl data determined by other 

projects vould result in quartitative information relevant to 

theoretical analysis of the effects of the electromagnetic pulse 

on electrical power systems which would in turn result In deter- 

nina^lon of protective techniques. 

The basic approach followed was to locate a typical field 

army electrical power system at sufficient distance from ground 

zero (GZ) to prevent physical damage due to blast and thermal 

effects and to monitor the performance of selected currents and 

voltages during the predetonation steady-state period, during the 

postdetonation transient period, and during the postdetonatlon 

steady-state period. The engine-generator set schematic diagram 

was examined to determine the currents and voltages to be monitored. 

Monitored variables were chosen to result in a definitive record of 

system response to the electromagnetic pulse and to plnpolot the 

failure mechanism. Variables chosen reflected generator set pe» 

formance with regard to output, excitation, and control. Reference 

values for the monitored variables were established during the pre- 

detonation steady-state period. The electrical power system WE - 

considered, for the purpose of analysis, to be a physical entity 

to which the electromagnetic pulse l(t) was applied as shown in 

Figure 1.1. The response of each monitored variable R-^t), 

I* (t) ^i?^ waB coMldered to b* a Perturbation about the 
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corresponding reference value. 

A loop antenna was designed to provide a zero-time 

reference for the arrival of the electromagnetic pulse. 

Data from previous experiments (Reference l) indicated 

that the magnetic field intensity H and the derivative 

of the magnetic field intensity w5.th respect to time iJL 

would be maximum in the AJ, direction, where f  is the 

atzimuthal angle of the spherical coordinate system shown 

in Figure 1.2 in which a point in space xs specified by r 

(the radial distance from the origin), Q .he polar angle), 

and 4 (the azimuthal angle). For GZ located at the origin, 

the point P0 corresponds to the location of Project 7«5' 

The polar angle 0 is approximately equal to 9° degrees, 

and the spherical coordinate system of Figure 1.2 can be 

represented by the polar coordinate system of Figure 1.3. 

The loop antenna was ortsntM ?o that the vector normal 

to its area coincided with the unitary base vector A^ of 

Figure 1.3. The output of the loop antenna was predicted by 

utilizing Faraday's Law as follows: 
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,..»£..^»*M {ul) 

Where:   e - Induced voltage, volts 

N = number of turns 

T   =   total magnetic flux, webers 
-1 

jt   = permeability of free space, 41f(t<il  kirnry/m 
p 

A = loop aperture area, m 

dJU =   ampere-turns 
4X m sec. 

An empirical formula derived from previous full-scale testing 

was used to calculate i!st  (Reference 2). 

The electrical power system was oriented at 4-5 degrees 

with respect to the radius vector from GZ.with the electrical 

load closer to GZ than the power generation device. 

This orientation was chosen to result In an intermediate 

contribution of Induced voltage and currents to the generator 

set from the load cable and was believed to be musl advantageous 

for the study »£ the response of the entire system. 

Due to stringent deadlines present throughout the project 

preparation period, the major efforts of project personnel 

were necessarily directed toward the design, development, test- 

In, and field implementation of an effective experimental system. 

However, a corresponding analytical program was considered 

essential for a comprehensive analysis of data resulting from 

this experiment and a quantitative investigation of the field 
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army electrir.al power system electromagnetic pulse problem. 

This analytical program waa  Initiated as a supplementary portion 

of this experiment and is being continued as part of a Nuclear Weapons 

Effects Research Program at U.S. Army Engineer Research and Develop- 
ment Laboratories (USAERUL). 

The basic goal of this analytical program is to determine 

the reapuiibe of a power cable, with physical and electrical 

characteristics typical of a field army application, to the 

incident electromagnetic pulse.    The problem is essentially 

that of the interaction of a transverse magnetic wave with « 

circular cylindrical conductor embedded in dielectric media. 

The case of waves that are predominantly transverse magnetic 

corresponds to the important problem of axial current in the 

cylindrical conductor (Reference j).    Characteristics of the 

incident wave are dependent upon experimental data obtained 

during the Small Boy shot and previous nuclear weapons effects 

testing. 

IS 
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"IT"' 

Figure 1.1  Block diagram representation of project. 

flM.*.) 

Figure 1.2 Spherical coordinate system. 
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2(r,*) 

Figure 1.3  Polar coordinate system. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PROCEDJRE 

2.1 OPERATIONS 

The project layout is ühown in Figures 2.1 through 2.3-    The 

t'ield army electrical power system consisted of a 14-5-kilowatt, 

i+OO cps, engine-generptor set, sufficient resistive and reactive 

load to permit system operation at rated load and rated power 

factor, and two 120-foot distribution cables. Upon evacuation 

of the area, the generator set was operating at rated load and 

rated power factor from the auxiliary fuel source, and the 

instrumentation system was deenerglzed. A sequence of timing 

signals delivered by hardwire lines was used to activate and 

control the performance of selected control circuitry and the 

generator set output throughout the predetonation period and 

postdetonation period under study. Two devices were used to 

provide fiducial markers on the osc:'.llogram. The output of a 

loop antenna was useA to signify arrival of the electromagnetic 

pulse. A pressure-eensltive device was used In conjunction with 

electrical circuitry to provide zero time reference for shock 

wave arrival. A limit switch was used to deactivate the Instru- 

mentation system and the electrical power system at the conclusion 

of the monitoring period. Recovery of data consisted of removing 

the oscillogram from the oscillograph. 

2.2 INSTRUMENTATION 

2.2.1 Equipment. Sufficient resistive and reactive load to 
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permit system operation at rated load and rated power factor, 

two l?0-foot, 28 conductor distribution cables, and a ^5 kilowatt, 

l+OO cps engine-genorator set, constituted the field army electrical 

povor system. The distribution cables, which were unshielded and 

rubber covered, are typical of those used in field army electrical 

power Installations. The engine generator set under study (which 

had a static excitation system and an electric load sensing 

governor)Is representative cf those currently issued for use by 

the field army in missile complexes and other applications where 

precise quality electrical power is required. Signals proportional 

to the monitored variables were passed through a plug board located 

on the generator set and transmitted to the recording circuitry by 

mians of a transmission line. The generator set and associated 

instrumentation are shown in Figure 2.k.    The generator set 

schematic diagram is shown in Figure 2.5. In order to prevent 

having the power system deenerglzed by a relatiirely unimportant 

malfunction during the period of unattended operation, the emergency 

operation switch (ST in Figure 2.5) was reversed. This bypassed the 

relay contacts corresponding to the fuel pressure (IP), oil pressure 

(OP), and water temperature (WP) protective devices. The overspeed 

device relay contacts (OS) were also bypassed. 

Development of an instrumentation system that would satisfac- 

torily monitor the operation of the field army electrical power 

system throughout the predetonatlon steady-state period, the 
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ponidetonatlon transient period, and the postdetonatlon steady- 

statfl perinfi prosenteri many challenging prnblesas. Figure ?.ß 

pontalns a block diaßrarn representation of t^? instrumentation 

system. The initial profodure in instrumentation system develop- 

ment was determination of the required characteristics for the 

recording device, about which the system was designed. 

The frequency components of the expected signal, the 

characteristics of the electrical power system, and the ambient 

environment determined the following required characteristics 

for the recording device?: (l) sufficient recording time to 

allow monitoring of pr^detonation cteaiy-state, postdetonation 

transient, and postdetonation steady-state engine generator 

set performance assuming the InstniTnent had been turned on pre- 

viously by a timing signal, (2) completely self-powered since 

power lines could serve as source antennas to introduce unwanted 

signals into the instrument, (3) capable of withstanding and 

recording through the accelerating forces caused by the passing 

shock wave, (k)  capable of simultaneously recording the signals 

from a minimum of nineteen signal sources, and (5) sufficient 

electromagnetic shielding so that the lar^e electric field could 

not become impressed directly on the recording circuitry. The 

Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation's oscillograph (Model 5- 

119Plj-50) that was chosen for this application operates at a 

maximum film speed of l60 in/sec and has a fifty-channel recording 

20 
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capacity. This typn of recorder has been used in prevlouc .-hotc. 

The special shock mount will withstand accelerations up to 3g. 

Total recordiug Lime was about 30 seconds on 12-inch film. Tlie 

choice of galvanuueters involved a compromise between frequency 

range and sensitivity. The galvanoraf.ters (Consolidated KLcctro- 

dyiiaraics Corporation, Type 7-326) have a flat frequency range 

from 0-3000 cps + 5 percent and a system voltage sensitivity 

of 3'kk  volts/in. These characteristics were consistent with 

the signal levels and frequency components to be measured in most 

cases. In some circuits, it was necessary to use galvanometers 

with greater sensitivity due to low signnl levels. 

A comprehensive analysis of the engine-generator set was 

conducted to determine the optimum variables to be monitored. 

The criterion employed throughout the above analysis was that 

study of the monitored variables must result in a definitive 

representation of engine-generator set performance. Signals 

proportional to the monitored variables pass through various 

attenuation and damping networks to the galvanometers. Resistance 

values required to provide proper galvanometer damping were calcu- 

lated by analyzing the output impedance of the galvanometer circuits. 

Balancing techniques were employed in the galvanometer circuits to 

discriminate against unwanted signals. 

A timing oscillator was developed to provide an accurate 

time refeience on the oscillogram for use in analysis. Th; 

integral oscillograph timing motor was inadequate due to in- 

accuracies at high film speed caused by fluctuation of the 

supply voltage. 
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The function of the remludur u£  the InstrmueiitaLiuii 

si/p+. M was to control the recording device discussed above. 

The ODclllograph power supply consisted of an integral direct 

current power supply, an inverter, and an autotransformer (for 

voltage gain), four 12-volt, 14-5-ampere-hour batteries com- 

prised the direct current supply. In order to provide raaximuin 

hold time throughout the period of instrumentation system 

activation, the generator set battery charging generator main- 

tained the power supply Latteries in a state of maximum charge 

until this circuit was opened as port of the operational sequence. 

A loop antenna was developed to provide a galvanometer 

deflection that was a zero time reference for the arrival of 

the electromagnetic pul&e. Twenty turns of conductor were 

ubed in the antunaa which was of four-foot diameter. 

Four timing signals provided by hardwire lines were util- 

ized to control instrumentation system relays which performed 

switching functions. The schematic diagram for the control 

relays is shown in Figure 2.7- At H-30 minutes, the oscillo- 

graph was activated and placed in the power-on mode of operation 

through the action of a timing signal. This warmup time was 

required to stabilize the galvanometer block temperatures on 

the oscillograph. The battery-charging generator was dis- 

connected by a timing signal at H-30 seconds. At H-15 seconds, 

the action of a timing signal placed the oscillograph in the 

run mode of operation. A timing signal at H-5 seconds was 

22 
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used to activate a detonation circuit which opened the external 

timing lines and thus planed the instrumentation system in 

completely autonomous operation. Opening the external lines 

was necessary to prevent system inputs from the timing lines, 

which are excellent antennas for the electromagnetic pulse. 

The complete operatioral sequence is shown in Table 2.1. 

The (?0»fcot-lr»ng transmission line from the generator 

set to the instrumentation container consisted of 27 shielded 

conductor pairs with tvo additional flexible concentric shield- 

ed conductors. The outer conductors served as a magnetic shield 

and provided a better-than-98-percent shielding factor P^ijaBt 

static magnetic fields. The shielding factor against eiectro- 

maguetic fields was considerably better and increased with 

frequency. 

The oscillograph, with its associated power supply and 

control circuitry, was mounted in an aluminum inclosure, which 

fonned e cube approximately 3 feet on each side. The inclosure 

was hinged at one end and could be opened to provide easy access 

for servicing. A double mumetal shield of Sl-mil thickness com- 

pletely surrounded this package and was separated from It by a 

layer of fell on all sides and bottom. An exterior shielding 

box of l/8-inch Armco iron with interior dimensions of ^ by 

4-5 by 50 inches surrounded the mumetal shieltt.ond a layer of 

compressed felt separated the two. The Instrumentation package 

is shown in Figure 2.8,with the outer and inner doors opened. 
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The calculated electromagnetic shielding factor of the three- 

box acacmbly ws ICr^' at 1,000 cps. While this may appear to 

have been over-designed, it must be remembered that, due to 

the high wave impedance of the near field, the electric field 

was predicted to have a value of approximately 10 v/m; a 

shielding factor of 10  would reduce this to 1.0n v/m,  which 

was considered acceptable. 

The transmicoion line was connected by quick-break 

connectors to the aluminum box. The aluminum inclosure could 

be pulled out through the top opening of the shielding boxes 

to gain access to the oscillograph for servicing. 

2.2.2 Calibration.  Calibration was performed before 

Installation of the station in order to obtain magnitudes of 

the reference values of the monitored variables. Since the 

characteristics of the galvanometers were known, the magnitude 

of the variation of each variable duri.ig the tr^-acient period 

could be calculated as follows: 

e(t) = (s)(d)(x) (2.1) 

Where: 

e(t) = magnitude of variable at any time t, units 

s  = galvanometer voltage sensitivity, volts/inch 

d  = amount of deflection, inches 

x  = calibration constant, units/volt 
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2.2.3 Method of Installation and Recovery. The recorder 

boxes had to be protected from the effects of overpressure, 

and although the oscillograph was capable of operating under 

the antlclpateri arwelftratlon., it was deslmble to reduce  ie 

shock to a minimum by a suitable shock mount. Furthermore, 

Lhe electronic circuits had to be protecte-j. frnm neutron and 

gamma radiation, since the former would dcimage oomponents as 

well as induce geunma radiction by capture processes in some 

of the materials used (making recovery more difficult), scd 

the latter would be the equivalent of a flow of charge that 

would create unwanted signals within the Instrumentation. 

Subsurface installations were therefore planned, and 

calculations were made to determine the depth necessary to 

protect the instrument from the above mentioned environments. 

The pit measured approximately 7 feet to the surface. To 

accommodate the instrumentation box, the pit was 5 feet square. 

For best results, ths entire space abovp the instrumentatioa 

should have been filled with soil; this, however, would have 

introduced a serious recovery problem. Instead, sandbags 

grouped together were uc-ed as the cover, and care was taken 

not to leav? large voids through which neutron leakage could 

occur. 

A cross-sectloaal drawing of the station is shown in 

Figure 2.9iWith dimensions a& shown. The Instrument box is 

shown on the bottom, supported by a polyurethane-plyvood SEM- 

wifb, A vooden platform, which rested on the shelf shown in 
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Figure 2.9, was constructed to accommodate the sandbars and 

facilitate placement and removal. The transmission line was 

placed through openings in the layers of sandbags and extended 

up to the distribution panel on the generator set. 
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TABLE 2.1  OPERATXCMAL SE^UBICE 

TIME OPERATION 

Minus 30 minutes Timing signal relay closed. 
Oscillograph placed in pover-on 
status. 

Minus 30 seconds Timing signal relay opened. 
Tliittpry charging ^pperator 
circuit opened. 

Minus 15 seconds Timing signal relay closed. 
Oscillograph placed in run 
status (began recording). 

Minus 5 seconds Timing signal relay closed. 
Timing signal external lines 
opened. 

Plus 13 seconds Limit switch on film drum 
opened. Oscillograph and 
generator set de-actlvated. 
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Figure 2.2  Resistive and reactive load bank.   (USAERDL photo) 

Figure 2.3 Instrumentation and power generation facility.   (USAERDL photo) 
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Figure 2.4 Power generation unit anrl associat~rl instrumentation. 

(USAERDL photo) 
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Figure 2.8  Instrumentation package,   (USAERDL photo) 
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Figure 2.9 Instrumentation station. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RKIUUTS 

3.1 DATA PRESENTATION 

Twenty channels of a 50-channel recording oscillograph were 

used to record the data for this experiment. Two input channels 

were used to provide zero time reference for the arrival of the 

electromagnetic pulse and the pressure wave, respectively. One 

inpuc channel was utilized for the timing oscillator which pro- 

vided an accurate timing reference. Seventeen input channels 

were used to monitor the performance of selected variables. 

These variables and the recording technique had been chosen to 

present a ccciplctc record of engine-generator oct performance 

during the period from minus 15 seconds to plus 15 seconds and 

to pinpoint the failure mechanism. The variables can be 

conveniently grouped into the following categories: output, 

excitation, and control. 

Output variables included line currents as sampled with 

shunts locaLed directly in the respective lines, line currents 

as measured with current transformers, phase voltages, power 

output as determined by computing circuits that provided the 

input to the kilowatt meter, and frequency as determined by the 

frequency converter that provided the input to the frequency meter. 

Because the generator set under study hid a static excitation 
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system In which the excitation was provided by feedback and 

rectification of a portion of the output signal, excitation 

performance was represented by studying merely the generator 

field current and field voltage. 

Three important currents within the electric load sensing 

governor and the current at an informative location in the 

voltage regulator circuitry comprised the control variables. 

The relative position of the oscillogram trace corresponding 

to each variable was consistent with the above grouping. Table 

3.1 contains a summary of the information displayed on each 

active channel of the oscillograph and the associated calibration 

dp.ta. 

3.2 DISCUSSION OF DATA 

The data were successfully recovered from the test ins-'alla- 

tlon. From preliminary analysis of the data, It has been deter- 

mined that the instrumentation system fuaotloaed properly. The 

performance of the generator set during the time interval from 

minus 15 seconds until zero time Is demonstrated by the oscillo- 

gram shown in Figure 3>1> These data are ccuislbLeul with other 

oscillograms recorded under identical conditions of steady-state 

operation at rated load and power factor. In the time Immediately 

following the arrival of the electromagnetic pulse, the generator 

set underwent transient behavior and was shut down. Although the 

data were suitable for analysis, portions of the oscillogram did 

not result In the quality of data that had been obtained during 

test runs under similar conditiens. It is believed that the lack 
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of quality was caused by subjection of the film to higher 

temperatures than antloipatnti durlnp; the extensive period when 

the project wan buttnned-up. 

Project equipment was returned to USAERDL following decon- 

tamination. Laboratory experimentation and data analyses have been 

conducted to Investigate the failure mechanism. In order to prevent 

having the electilcal power system shut down by a relatively minor 

deviation from normal cperating conditions during the period oo" 

unattended system operation after evacuation of the area, end 1M 

order to obtain maxlmuBi information from the experiment, the /ater 

temperature, oil pressure, fuel pressure, and overspeed protective 

devices and the circuit interrupter had been by-passed for the 

experiment. Consequently, the number of ways in which the elec- 

trical power system could have been shut down was very limited. 

A detailed physical examination of the generator set revealed 

that a 30-aBipcrc fuze link was blown. This fuse »as located in 

series with those conductors of the SS-conducIv)r ;abl; .!':\\. :\ 

supply direct-current control potential et the load. Further 

analysis of the oscillogram and the generator set sch.-jnaf.j äUt^.Wi 

resulted In a postulation for the failure mschanism. The theory 

postulated was that a current pulse was intrr.idna;'l inko h~n<  direct- 

current control circuitry such that control potential to relay KI 

in figure 2.5 was modr'.fied sufficiently for c-on^arfcy 12  to Dpcu. 

OJ-I.-M-JIJ 'if ■: iita'j'ij .11 .n .'.d result in loss of potential to the 

fuel solenoid (FS),which would result in deactivatlon of the 

generator set. In order to investigate the feasibility of this 
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failure mechanism theory, laboratory testing ifac conducted to 

determine the circuit Interruption time required to result in 

the opening of contacts Kl. The schematic diagram for this 

invefitigation is shown in Figure 3-2. The minimum Interruption 

time thct would result in the opening of contacts Kl was 1.3 

milliseconds. 

The next step in the investigation of this failure mechnnism 

theory was to repeat the study of the response of relay Kl to 

transient control potential interruption under the conditions of 

power system operation. The findings were Identical; the minimum 

interruption time that resulted in the opening of contacts Kl Pad 

the subsequent deactivation of the generator cot was found to be 

.1..3 milliseconds. Furthermore, when the instrumentatlai system 

was used to record power-system performance during the control 

circuit interruption test, the resulting oscillogram was identical 

to thai ouLuined during the Small Boy experiment. From this result, 

it was concluded that the basic postulatlon regarding the failure 

mechanism was correct. 

At this point in the postshot Investigations, It had been 

determined that the failure mechanism was equivalent tu the loss 

of control potential to relay KL for 1.3 milliseconds. The next 

step in the investigation was directed toward determination of the 

charaderistics of a current pulse Introduced by the cable that 

would result in the required loss of control potential. 
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A series of tests on a laboratory scale was devised to 

further advauce the understanding of the postulated Bhut-dov.n 

mechanism. The schematic diagram for the laboratory investiga- 

tion technique is shown in Figure 3.3. A. Huf, ^O0-Joule, 20-kv 

capacitor vas discharged into the direct-current control ciroultry 

and the transient voltage v(t) war, observed on a high-persistence 

oscilloscope. The serif*  reslator was »ispd to operate on wave 

shape. Parameters for this investigation were V , the Initial 

voltage on the capacitor, and R, the series resistor. Wave shape 

of the current pulse was largely a function of the energy source 

paracuters because the impedance offered by the lead-acid batteries 

was much less than the series resistance required for proper wave 

shaping, lower voltage discharge measurements were accomplished. 

It was observed that Introduction of the current pulse into the 

control circuitry resulted in the expected type of transient in 

voltage v{t). A typical transient waveform for v(t.) 1s shown in 

Figure 3.'+. However, due to the relative megnltude of the control 

ci'rcuitry Input Impedance and the series resistance required for 

proper wave-shaping, approximately 80-kv initial voltage would be 

required for adequate current pulse to lover v(t) sufficiently to 

investigate the failure mechanism theory. Due to the inconvenience 

of conducting this experimentation at an 80-kv voltage level, an 

analog of the ey    -m was examined. 

The equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3-5 was representa- 

tive of the direct-current control circuitry. Rc and L were 
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the coil iv-Mctancc and coll inductance of relay Kl.    Thi   nthcr 

branch war. a nntwork rpprfspntatlon o*" the lead acid batter;/ 

(lleferonce '()•    Othor parallel branches were considered negligible. 

TU   purpose uf this analysis was  to determine the Ht^ correspond- 

ing to the v(t) required to result in the postulated failure 

ineehanism.    For the purpose of this analysis, v(t) was assumed 

to bo the first half cycle of u negative sine wave which would 

decrease the relay potential below the drop-out potential for 

1.3 milliseconds.    The following equations for the solution of 

i(t) were formulated by nodal circuit analysis: 

I^L^iCt) + («t L, + Rc 1^) pi(t) + RbRci(t)+(Lc+Lb)pv(t)+(Rb+Rc) v(t) 

-'•c Pv.Ct) - Bc v,(t) = Ü 

R CL p2 v.(t) + (R CR +L ) pvJt) + (R +Rh)v1(t)  -R    v(t) = 0 
lb" Ibc lu l 

where p = TT— is the Heavislde operator. Development of these 

equationt and the details of the analog program are further 

jxpiamcd in the Appendix. The solution for i(t) is shown in 

Figure 3 • 6. 

An analytical solution for the current pulse required for the 

postulated failure raechanisra was accomplished to verify the 

analog computer solution. The simplified equivalent circuit used 

in this analysis is shown in Figure 3»5« As In the analug uualysis, 

v(i) was assumed to be the first half cycle of a negative sine wave 
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which vould decrease the relay potential below the drop-out 

potential for 1.3 miUleecondE.    The following equation for 

i(t) was developed by electrical network analysis: 

i(t)=u(t) £59-9 exp(-65t)-739 «cp(-7935*)-3625 sin(l6lot -10.3°)] 

+u<t- iSö-)"^8-? exp[.65(t- jjö)] -739 exp [-7935(t. jfe )] 

-362? sin [1610(1 - If ) -10,0"] Y 

Details of the analytical solution are shown in the Appendix. 

The solution for i(t) was Identical to that 

obtained from the analog computer analysis and is shown in 

Figure 3.h. The peak value of i(t) as determined from the 

digital computer readout was 3570 amperes. 
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TABU! 3.1 SUMMARY OF OSCTUiOGRAy VARIABLES AND CALIBRATION DATA 

Oscillügram 
Trace 

Variable Variable 
Group. 

Direct Current 
Deflection Level 

(inches) 

Calibration 
Factor 

1,2,5 Line Currents 
(Shunt Measurements) 

Output 0 256 amp/in 

^5,6 Phase VolLa^B Output 0 167 v/in 

7,8,9 Line Currents 
(Current Transformer 
Measurement} 

Output 0 I83 amp/in 

10 Kilowatt Monixur uutput 0 2.0 ma/in 

11 Freiiuency Current Output 2.60 38.5 . a/in 
(der 

12 Field Current Excitation 1.12 23.2 aap/in 
(lo) 

13 Field Voltage Excilatiuu Z.2k 22.2 v/ln 
(dc) 

Ik Voltage Regulator Control IM 0.686 amp/ir 
(dc) 

15 Governor Control o.crf 62.3 mtt/lu 
(dc) 

16 Governor Frequency Control oM 15.1+8 ma/in 
(dc) 

17 Ooveruor Solenoid Control 2.32 215.5 aa/ln 
(dc) 

18 Electromagnetic 
Pulse Arrival 

Fidacial 
Marter 

0 N/A 

1° PrM«ure Wave 
Arrival 

i'lducial 
Marker 

0 N/A 

20 Timing Reference Fiducial 
Marker 

0 N/A 
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Figure 3.2 Schematic diagram for laboratory investigation 
of relay response to circuit Interruption. 
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Figure 3.3 Schematic diagram for pulse 
testing of control circuitry. 
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Figure 3.4 Typical waveforms for v(t) 
obtained during laboratory tests. 
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Figure 3.6 Solution for i(t) as determined 
by analog computer and transient analyses. 
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CHAPTER k 

CONCLUSIONS 

The transient environment to which the electrical power system 

was subjected as a result of the nuclear detonation was very compli- 

cated, and a quantitative analysis of the response of the sys+em to 

this transient environment was not a straightforward process. 

From the test results and the postshot laboratory experimentation 

and analyses, it was concluded that shut down of the electrical 

power system was caused by the opening of relay contacts Kl by a 

combination of effects such as prompt radiation, interaction of 

the transient magnetic field with the magnetic field of the relay, 

and currents induced in Uw diuLribuLiou cables by the electro- 

magnetic environment of which the latter was concluded to be the 

major contributing factor. From the laboratory experimentation 

and analyses conducted in conjunction with this report, it was 

concluded that if induced currents in tue distribution cables were 

the only cause of power system shut down, a current pulse of 

approximately 3570 amperes maximim would be required. Ihis 

experiment has demonstrated that field army electrical power 

systems are vulnerable to electromagnetic effects of nucleex 

detonations. Results of this experiment will be applied to a 

related Nuclear Weapons Effects Research program at USAERDL. 
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APPENDIX 

ANALYTICAL AND ANALOG COMPUTER DEVELOPMENTS 
FOR CURRENT PULSE CHARACTEUISTICS 
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Figure A.l  Flow chart for analog computer solution for i(t). 
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110  CINC0NAD 

lll-ltl  ASM  «FCAFTAIT  Of  SCFENSE  CIVI.  MFEKSt 

ATOMIC   IkEkGT  CI^WIS'ION  ACTIVITIES 

ISA-ISA   AF.   »ASMIACON   TCvM  IIAAAKT 
ItT.llA   10S  AlAMOS  SCICATIFK  1*0 
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"OB CIVILIAN r)lST^ CAT, B ^ 

Fnan Hnfiw rn NtHPguT «CACH cAcif Aim blfi 
S*ACC    ■■.»N   r ^f    -iHtm*-    CALI'    ATTN   xHOaf« 
Gfr    «ft« «II    »l   DT   iAMi   »ItAHAilA   C»tl»   ••ISJI . » 
fi»r   »•'"   "H    »I     W   CA'-TA   ll<'A«»»A   CAI   ,1    CfAij 
«r   TfC»  »II    »t   u»   iAfT»   l»l<M»A   CALIf   f ,,CN|K 
fjr   TATM HIL   Pi.   OP   ^ANTA   HMASAHA   CAI If   NAHT 
«»•Al»    STSffHs   HIV   ANN   A^t-O«   MKH   AT IN   COLVIN 
• AOiiTina ffficT» uPCDAiia« oC(  STSXHM  ATT« .,.11 
.AUAN   »UClfAll   f X.S^WINIS  OK.   ATIN    l|MNfK 
lUUM   »llflf«»   I Ol, SIM INI,,   COt,   «UN   MOfj»>*«0 
NANf*   •UN»'    ^ANI«   KONICA    AHN    | AMAH» 1'. 

H0/r4A   ATT«   LI   C(A   OCil»   »ASMINOTJN 
Qfil     Tf f»*«Nf    LAB   «UNNT   MILL    N   J   ATTN   SCM« AH IZ, IN^. 
•mi     OP   fAl IF   111   l.l»»»»0»l    ATIN  KATION,«OUTENS 
IAU   lOS   At AMTS   ATIN   Su» >AN,«Ai |<,LON(iMl«f 
SI»   «ATIONAI    SCCIWITT   AMNCr   FT   MO   HI ADf   ATIN   SlOA 
HWMTS   AllriAFT   CO  FUllttTCN   CAI IF   ATI.   LüKkl.HANiL 
TNT «iTir rn DCUFONU «ASS AIIN O«ANT 
•PATF    TFTH I A«  «fOONOC   HfACM CALIF   ATIN  "ATMIKS 

TO? -lOAft    TFfH  I All  «lOONDO   HJACM   CALIF   AT'N   PuiU.11 
,'01 SPArF    I«<-H   LA»   NCDONuC   IICACM   CALIF   ATIN   N< «TON 
?0A TT-!!    *firPt«>«F   I AF   INF   fc-IW^AN»   N   J   ATTN   NJftOAurjH 
10S flFNV»«    «fSFAACH    |NS1|1UT(    UN I V    Of NV«A 1 IN    FONIFL 
;DA «raiMin» VF«IU«A VA'I NUTS CALIF AITN S«O»N 
I0T   SPAFI    c.uinANIF   'tNltK    IMH OHF',1    N   T   ATT«   ALt/CPKlH 
lot infiMit cnn^ANT SCATTLF «ASM ATTN ART&OM 
»«   KAFINI.   cm»A«1r   SCATTkE   «ASH   ATTN   ACIsTl» 
110   «nFlN«.   CfllMIANT   S(ATTk(   »AiH   AIIN  «IfP 
?ii wMurs AUCAAFI ra FULLKTON OALIP ATI« Horr«*N 
til   N'.A   HASHlNT.Tn«   AIT«  COC   i(W««DS 
zw  Mfi,s««niA rniif ALIUSUCIOUC ATI« «LANAOAN 
/!«  MrSaSNWtfl  FP««  »LluOOtoOoe   ATT« (ANWUIifLIt 
>\S   «AFV.SAHOIA   rn»    -l^auftauf   ATT«  CASLtY 
Ji» F«F&..<,A«niA ca» ■*   outiaur AIT« coot 
I1T    iTA«F l»n  ITS   l«ST   H. .        »AH   . A   ir   AITN   OOC   CJ4T   P» 
<l«   CAI IF    l«»l   OF    ItCH «AiAIXNA   AHN  LHHISIT 
II« us r.in tuevrr DCNVtl »TIN PLAC« 
l>0 rniFt OASA (AIMINHTM FOI AMI fw, 
211   f»IF<   flAJA «ASHINCIO«  fO* HI«  Of   AVIATION CNO 
ill   SPAf»    TFfH  LA*  »AMINCTOII   AIT«   WSiHOCZ 
tl-t mmti»tm rm» COUP «ASHINOTO» ATI« O UCIL 
12*   All    TKM  CM*   CAMMI06C   HAS:,   ATT« (LAPP 
IM  0   IF OAI  «lOtf «»STe« 

iit-iti oiif a*« niKif jumius 
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